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The recently formed Freedom Movement, a green-centrist formation led by former state energy 
executive Robert Golob, scored a decisive victory in the Slovenian parliamentary elections on 24 
April, ousting the conservative populist Slovenian Democratic Party (SDS) of Prime Minister Janez 
Janša from office. 

Although winning the parliamentary vote by a considerably higher margin than previously suggested 
by Slovenian pollsters, the Freedom Movement will rely on at least one coalition partner to ensure a 
governing majority in the Slovenian parliament.  

As Golob’s party is now turning to coalition talks, Aretera provides further insight into the aftermath of 
the parliamentary vote, including implications of political stability, the incoming government, as well 
as the investment climate. 
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A DECISIVE VICTORY FOR A NEW GREEN PARTY 

On 24 April, Slovenia held long-awaited parliamentary elections to elect the 90 members of the 
country’s National Assembly1 – the first electoral contest of a crowded election year that will be 
followed by Presidential and local elections scheduled for the second half of 2022.  

With almost 100% of votes counted, the green-centrist Freedom Movement (also referred to as 
Svoboda or GS), a newly formed opposition party led by businessman and ousted state energy 
executive Robert Golob, has scored a decisive victory, receiving 34.5% of the popular vote. Founded 
only last May, the Freedom Movement was one of the two frontrunners of the parliamentary vote 
alongside the conservative populist Slovenian Democratic Party (SDS) of Prime Minister Janez Janša, 
which came second with 23.5%. 

Golob’s green-centrist party outperformed all polling expectations, with the Freedom Movement 
and the SDS believed to be running neck-and-neck throughout the election campaign, with support 
for both parties measured at 20-25%. However, the Freedom Movement appears not only to have 
capitalized on Golob’s vast popularity (since he became party leader early this year), but also to 
have attracted a larger-than-expected number of centrist and left-leaning voters.  

Janša’s SDS party is believed to have preserved most of its voters, as the party scored largely the 
same share of votes as in the last (2018) parliamentary elections. SDS will have 28 seats in Slovenia’s 
next parliament, three more than in the current legislature.  

Similar to French President Emmanuel Macron’s victory over far-right contender Marine Le Pen in the 
run-off vote of the Presidential elections, also held on 24 April, the outcome of the Slovenian 
parliamentary elections is seen as a victory for pro-EU liberal formations over illiberal forces. Janša’s 
SDS has been repeatedly criticized by his opponents for democratic backsliding and eroding media 
freedom. Alongside Russia’s war on Ukraine and the worsening economic climate, democracy and 
the rule of law took center stage during the election campaign2, which – unlike during recent 
elections held in Hungary3 and Serbia4 – distinctly favoured the opposition.  

TECTONIC CHANGES IN SLOVENIA’S MULTI-PARTY POLITICS 

As during previous parliamentary cycles, the elections produced another multi-party parliament, with 
three other parties passing the 4% parliamentary threshold. The New Slovenia – Christian Democrats 
(NSi) movement, an SDS ally, came in third with 6.8% of the vote, closely followed by Social 
Democrats, a centre-left opposition party led by EU parliamentarian Tanja Fajon, while the radical 
left-wing Levica received 4.4%, barely above the parliamentary threshold. NSi has managed to 
preserve its voter base, while both the Social Democrats and Levica lost a considerable share of 
voters in comparison with four years ago.  

 

 
1 88 of the 90 members of the National Assembly are elected through proportional representation in eight 11-
seat constituencies for a four-year term. The remaining two MPs are the Italian and Hungarian minorities, with 
individual candidates ranked on the ballot paper. 
2 Please see here for our overview of the Slovenian election campaign  
3 Please see here for our overview of the Hungarian parliamentary elections held on 3 April 
4 Please see here for our overview of the Serbian general elections held on 3 April  

https://areterapa.com/insight_20220419
https://areterapa.com/insight_20220405
https://areterapa.com/insight_20220407
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The election results have dealt a devastating blow to a number of now extra-parliamentary parties. 
Among others, the centre-right Let’s Connect Slovenia movement (also an SDS ally in government), 
the LMŠ party of former Slovenian Prime Minister Marjan Šarec (2018-2020), the centre-left Party of 
Alenka Bratušek (SAB), another former Slovenian PM (2013-2014), the nationalist SNS and the 
Democratic Party of Pensioners in Slovenia (DeSUS), also a former coalition member, have all fallen 
out of parliament.  

Slovenian politics will continue to be shaped by its multi-party nature and – as before – a hung 
parliament, however the number of party stakeholders in parliament has drastically decreased. 
Together with the Social Democrats and Levica, the LMŠ and the SAB were members of the informal 
centre-left Constitutional Arch Coalition (KUL). These parties were expected to mount a coordinated 
challenge against Janša’s SDS and the Slovenian right, however the skyrocketing popularity of the 
Freedom Movement derailed this strategy completely, with Golob’s party likely to have won over a 
large number of voters from these parties. 

ELECTION RESULTS COUNT 

Party/Alliance Popular Vote (%) Number of MPs 

Freedom Movement (Gibanje Svoboda – green-centrist, 
environmentalist, pro-EU)  

34.6 41 

Slovenian Democratic Party (SDS – right-wing populist, 
Eurosceptic)  

23.5 27 

New Slovenia – Christian Democrats (NSi – centre-right) 6.8 8 

Social Democrats (SD – centre-left) 6.6 7 

Levica (hardline left-wing, eco-socialist) 4.4 5 

List of Marjan Šarec (LMŠ – centre-left party of former 
Slovenian PM Marjan Šarec) 

3.7 0 

Let’s Connect Slovenia (PoS – centre-right multi-party 
coalition)  

3.4 0 

Resni.ca (anti-vaccination, conspiracy theorist) 2.9 0 

Party of Alenka Bratušek (SAB – centre-left party of former 
Slovenian PM Alenka Bratušek) 

2.6 0 

(…) 

Italian and Hungarian national minorities5 -  2 

Total  90 

(Election results of parties above or close to the parliamentary threshold. An additional 12 parties received 0-2%. 
Source: State Election Commission of Slovenia with 99.99% of the votes counted)  

 

 
5 The incumbent MPs representing the Italian and Hungarian minorities, Felice Žiža and Ferenc Horváth, were 
both re-elected, with both securing around 60% of the vote in their respective electoral districts. 
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE UPCOMING CHANGE OF GOVERNMENT  

In line with our pre-election forecast, the Freedom Movement has won the parliamentary elections 
but will rely on a coalition partner in parliament. The inaugural session of the new convocation of the 
National Assembly is expected to take place on 13 May, while the country’s new, Freedom 
Movement-led government will likely be formed by the end of June. As Golob’s party is now turning 
to coalition talks, we take a deeper look at the aftermath of this crucial parliamentary vote, including 
implications for political stability, the incoming government, as well as the investment climate. 

 Slovenia is likely to be led by a centre-left majority government. The Freedom Movement has 
secured 41 of the 90 seats in the National Assembly and so will rely on at least one coalition 
partner to secure a governing majority. The centre-left Social Democrats and the left-wing 
Levica are both natural coalition partners for Golob’s party, with both able to provide for an 
absolute majority on their own. The Social Democrats are poised to be part of the new 
parliamentary majority, while a three-party coalition with Levica remains a possibility. 
Freedom Movement will begin extensive negotiations to form an outright majority as Robert 
Golob has said he wants to form a government as soon as possible. 

 Political instability remains a key concern in the long run. Slovenia has a history of minority 
governments and unstable governing coalitions. The 2018 parliamentary elections produced 
a five-party minority government led by the (now extra-parliamentary) Marjan Šarec-led LMŠ 
with Šarec as PM, however the government collapsed in 2020, allowing the largest 
parliamentary party at the time – the Janša-led SDS – to form a right-wing government with 
three other parties. However, the pensioners’ party DeSUS, criticizing Janša’s alleged 
authoritarian turn, left the coalition, leaving a minority government reliant on external 
support. While the Freedom Movement is expected to secure an outright parliamentary 
majority with the help of at least one coalition partner, a centre-left coalition would mean 
challenges for the stability of the future government, given that these parties are all centre-
left competitors. The presence of the hardline Levica in any coalition could also pose 
challenges, although the party has recently softened its radical leftist views and, to some 
extent, moved towards the political centre. Furthermore, all centre-left and left-wing parties 
are united in their desire to keep the Janša-led SDS out of office. 

 Robert Golob is poised to become Prime Minister. An electricity system expert who headed 
state energy firm GEN-I, the 55-year-old leader of the Freedom Movement returned to 
politics early this year when he was elected leader of the Green Actions Party, which he 
rebranded as the Freedom Movement. Golob re-entered public life with brief governmental 
but vast political experience: he served as State Secretary for Energy (1999-2002) in the 
Janez Drnovšek Government after heading Slovenia’s energy policy team in EU accession 
talks and in 2011 became Vice President of the now dissolved centre-left Positive Slovenia 
party before briefly serving as Vice President of the Allliance of Alenka Bratušek after a split 
from Positive Slovenia in 2014. As the leader of the largest party within the incoming 
government, Golob now stands to become Slovenia’s next Prime Minister, with the members 
of his incoming Government subject to coalition talks.  
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 The new government will take office amidst an uncertain economic climate. Dealing with the 
economic consequences of Russia’s War on Ukraine (rising inflation, high energy and food 
prices) and (partially) the effects of the COVID-19 economic downturn will be the main 
challenges for the new government. Given the economic shock over the war in Ukraine, 
Slovenia is projected to achieve lower-than-expected growth, with the International 
Monetary Fund predicting 3.7% this year instead of a previously projected 4.6%. The most 
recent IMF forecast also expects GDP growth next year by 3%, with a 4.7% unemployment 
rate projected for this year and 4.5% for 2023. In addition to mitigating the impact of the war 
in Ukraine, the new government is widely expected to implement tax reform, take steps to 
ensure fiscal stability, introduce changes to the country’s healthcare system and initiate 
measures to strengthen the rule of law. Unlike the Janša Government, the incoming cabinet 
will likely aim to strengthen Slovenia’s relations with the European Union. A prospective Golob 
Government will also continue to support Ukraine, as well as the majority positions in EU and 
NATO.   

 The green transition will likely take priority in new investments. Foreign direct investment in 
Slovenia amounted to €16.6 billion (around 35.3% of the country’s GDP) in 2020, up by 0.4 
billion (2.4%) in comparison with the previous year, with the modest investment flows largely 
associated with the economic downturn arising from the COVID-19 crisis. By value of 
investment, the US, Germany, the UK, Japan and China top the foreign investment list, while 
Austria and Germany lead in terms of investments projects, followed by the US, Italy and 
Switzerland. With a greens-led incoming government, investments related to areas of the 
green economic transition are expected to be prioritized. Furthermore, the incoming PM will 
pay special attention to investment in the energy sector (such as smart power grids), as well 
as in future technologies (including artificial intelligence, digitalization and cybersecurity). 
These policy priorities are also reflected in the programs of the other leftist parties, while 
major infrastructure projects are expected to continue under Golob as PM.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Freedom Movement has scored a decisive victory in the parliamentary elections, however, as 
expected, Robert Golob’s newly emerged green-centrist party will rely on at least one coalition 
partner to ensure an outright majority in the Slovenian National Assembly. Both the centre-left Social 
Democrats and the left-wing Levica are considered natural partners, with a centre-left majority 
government expected to be formed by the end of June.  

Given Slovenia’s history of unstable governing coalitions and minority governments, political stability 
remains a key concern to our forecast, even with the left controlling a stable majority of seats in the 
Slovenian parliament. At the same time, all left-leaning parties are united in their will to keep the 
conservative populist SDS out of office.  

The incoming Golob Government will face a number of domestic challenges, with the uncertain 
economic climate being the most significant issues. Taxation and healthcare are likely to be among 
the priority areas, while the green and digital transition will likely also enjoy a strong governmental 
focus.  

### 

If you would like to schedule a discussion of this paper, please contact: 
Dominik Istrate, Advisor for Central and Eastern Europe at d.istrate@areterapa.com  
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Aretera 

Aretera is a leading independent public affairs advisory firm operating across Central & Eastern Europe, Turkey, 
Ukraine, Central Asia and a growing number of global emerging markets. We advise a wide range of leading 
multi-national corporations, providing counsel on all aspects of public policy, public affairs and reputation 
management. Aretera works to the highest international standards of transparency and compliance, partnering 
with global and local client teams, lawyers and global agencies, to serve our clients’ needs in our regions. 
www.areterapa.com 
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